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Abstract The electrochemomechanical energy conver-

sion efficiency has been investigated using a new theoretical

and numerical framework for modeling the multiphysio-

chemical transport in long silica nanochannels. Both the

chemical dissociation effects on surface charge boundary

conditions and the bulk concentration enrichment caused by

double layer interactions are considered in the framework.

The results show that the energy conversion efficiency

decreases monotonically with the increasing ionic concen-

tration at pH = 8. For a given ionic concentration, there is

an optimal channel height for the highest efficiency. The

efficiency does not increase with the pH value monotoni-

cally, and there is an optimal pH value for the maximum

energy conversion efficiency as the other conditions are

given. The energy conversion efficiency increases with the

environmental temperature. The present results may guide

the design and optimization of nanofluidic devices for

energy conversion.

Keywords Energy conversion � Electrokinetic transport �
Nanofluidics � Chemical dissociation

List of symbols

A Cross-section area of channel

Ac Effective area of the channel’s cross section for the

bulk conduction current

C Stern layer’s phenomenological capacity

ce Electric conductance

ch Hydrodynamic conductance

cstr Streaming conductance

D Ion diffusivity

E Electric field strength

Eext External electric field strength

Estr Streaming induced electric field strength

e Absolute value of proton charge

h Channel height

I Electrical current

J Ionic flux

k Boltzmann’s constant

nb Local bulk ionic concentration

n? Free streaming bulk ionic concentration

Ps Wetting parameter of the channel

p Pressure

pK Logarithmic dissociation constant

QV Volume flow rate

T Temperature

u Fluid velocity vector

z Ionic valence

Greek letters

a Concentration enrichment coefficient

b Figure of merit

ere0 Permittivity of the solution

g Energy conversion efficiency

j-1 Debye screening length

k0 Electrical conductivity of the fluid

ks Specific surface conductivity

l Fluid viscosity

lm Ion mobility

q Fluid density

qe Net charge density

r Surface charge density

w Electric potential
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f Surface/zeta potential

C Surface density of chargeable sites

1 Introduction

When an electrolyte solution contacts with a solid surface,

the surface will probably be charged through an electro-

chemical adsorption process (Butt et al. 2006; Squires and

Quake 2005). A net charge distribution therefore forms in

the solution near the charged surface, which is referred as

the electrical double layer (EDL) (Li 2004; Squires and

Quake 2005). As a result, a pressure-driven flow of elec-

trolyte through a narrow channel carries net electrical

charges when they accumulate at the channel ends, which

actually represents an alternative means of converting

mechanical energy into electrical power (Abgrall and

Nguyen 2008; Pennathur et al. 2007). The notion of uti-

lizing such an electrokinetic effect for energy conversion is

not brand-new (Morrison and Osterle 1965), yet has

received reawaken attention in the context of microfluidics

and nanofluidics (Chein et al. 2009; Daiguji et al. 2004a, b;

Davidson and Xuan 2008a; Duffin and Saykally 2008; Ren

and Stein 2008; van der Heyden et al. 2006, 2007; Xie et al.

2008; Xuan and Li 2006; Yang et al. 2003). High energy-

conversion efficiency and high output power are the

requirements for such a device to be practical. Physical

modeling of electrochemomechanical energy conversion is

needed to guide the design and optimizations.

The energy conversion efficiency (g) has been modeled

for microfluidic and nanofluidic devices by calculating their

electrokinetic transport using the Navier–Stokes equation

for the fluid flow and the Poisson–Boltzmann equation for

the electrostatic charge interactions in the double layer. In

the most previous studies, either a constant surface potential

(f) (Davidson and Xuan 2008a, b; Morrison and Osterle

1965; Xuan and Li 2006; Yang et al. 2003) or a constant

surface charge density (r) (Chein et al. 2009; Daiguji et al.

2004a, b; Ren and Stein 2008; van der Heyden et al. 2006)

has been used as the electrical boundary condition. The

constant f assumption led to a prediction of g as a strong

function of free streaming bulk ionic concentration (n?) in

the regime of double-layer overlap (Davidson and Xuan

2008a, b; Yang et al. 2003). In contrast, g has been found

almost independent of n? when the double layer overlap

occurs by assuming constant r on the channel surfaces (Ren

and Stein 2008, van der Heyden et al. 2006). In fact, neither

the constant f nor the constant r assumption could reflect

the real charge status on the solid–liquid interface (Butt

et al. 2006). The surface charge essentially varies with the

local bulk ionic concentration (nb), the pH value and the

temperature (T) of the solution, and the double layer

interactions. The electrical boundary condition should be

determined by a local chemical equilibrium on the solid–

liquid interface (Behrens and Grier 2001; Butt et al. 2006).

van der Heyden et al. (2005) predicted the streaming con-

ductance and the energy conversion efficiency (van der

Heyden et al. 2007) of nanofluidic channels using a chem-

ical equilibrium model and compared the results with other

models and their experimental data. Choi and Kim (2009)

modeled the streaming conductance of silica nanochannels

using a self-consistent model and claimed that their pre-

dictions were more accurate than any models in the previ-

ous studies; however, their models still significantly

deviated from the experimental data at the low concentra-

tion region. It is still a challenge to predict transport con-

ductance that can agree well with the experimental data in

both high and low ionic concentration regions (Chang and

Yang 2009). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, a

comprehensive analysis and modeling of such an electro-

chemomechanical energy conversion process in nanofluidic

channels has never been found up to now.

In this contribution, we are aiming to build up a theo-

retical and numerical framework for modeling the multi-

physiochemical transport in silica nanochannels, and to

study the energy conversion mechanism and its efficiency

to guide the design and optimization of nanodevices. In the

following sections, the mathematical models are first

introduced, including the basic governing equations, the

chemical equilibrium model on interfaces, the double-layer

interaction effect on local ionic concentration, the elec-

troviscous model, and the calculation formulations for the

energy conversion efficiency. After validation, the mathe-

matical framework is used to predict the electrochemo-

mechanical energy conversion efficiencies for various

cases. Advices on optimization and new designs of such

energy conversion devices are therefore provided.

2 Mathematical models

2.1 Governing equations

We focus on the multiphysiochemical transport process in

2D silica long straight smooth nanochannels. The mathe-

matical models in this work are based on the following

assumptions: (i) the system is in chemical and dynamic

equilibrium; (ii) the transport process is in a steady state;

(iii) the channel height is much larger than the solvent

molecular size; (iv) the ions in the Stern layer are rigidly

attached on the surfaces and have no contribution to the

ionic current; (v) the flow in the nanochannel is very slow

so that the ion convection effect is negligible; (vi) the bulk

ionic concentration is not too high (\1 M) or not too low

(the Debye length is smaller than ten times the channel
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width) so that the Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) model is still

applicable (Wang and Chen 2008); (vii) no other chemical

reactions occur at surfaces except the dissociation of sila-

nol groups. Under these assumptions, the governing

equations for the electrokinetic transport in a straight

nanofluidic channel for a monovalent electrolyte solution

are as follows (Li 2004, Schoch et al. 2008):

r2w ¼ 2enb

ere0

sinh
ew
kT

� �
; ð1Þ

qe ¼ �2enb sinh
ew
kT

� �
; ð2Þ

r � u ¼ 0; ð3Þ

qu � ru ¼ �rpþ lr2uþ qeE; ð4Þ

where w denotes the static electric potential, e the absolute

value of proton charge, ere0 the permittivity of the solution,

nb the bulk ionic concentration, k Boltzmann’s constant, T

the absolute temperature, u the fluid velocity, q the fluid

density, p the pressure, l the viscosity, qe the charge density,

and E the electric field strength. The electric field strength

(E) can be either the external electric field strength (Eext) for

electroosmotic flows or the streaming induced electric field

strength (Estr) for pressure-driven flows which is often

referred as the cause of the electroviscosity (Levich 1962).

2.2 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions are critical to modeling electroki-

netic phenomena in nanofluidics. For the hydrodynamic

boundary condition, we use the nonslip model at the silica

surfaces. Although the slip boundaries have been adopted by

some recent researches (Davidson and Xuan 2008a; Penna-

thur et al. 2007; Ren and Stein 2008), and have shown sig-

nificant effects to improve the energy conversion efficient, a

careful molecular study showed that the hydrodynamic

boundary condition, slip or not, depended on the molecular

interactions between fluid and solid and the channel size

(Dufreche et al. 2005; Joly et al. 2004). For the dilute solution

in silica nanochannels considered in this work (h 3 2 nm),

the nonslip boundary condition is still valid very well (Lorenz

et al. 2008; Qiao and Aluru 2005; Wang et al. 2007a, b, c).

For the electrostatic boundary condition, in this work,

we use the Basic Stern (BS) model developed by Behrens

and Grier (2001) in which the silica surfaces acquire

charges in contact with water by the dissociation of silanol

groups (Westall and Hohl 1980):

SiOH$ SiO� þ Hþ; ð5Þ

so that the zeta potential (f) at the interface can be

expressed as a function of the surface charge density (r)

(Behrens and Grier 2001):

fðrÞ ¼ kT

e
ln
�r

eCþ r
� ðpH� pKÞkT ln 10

e
� r

C
; ð6Þ

where C is the surface density of chargeable sites, pK the

logarithmic dissociation constant, and C the Stern layer’s

phenomenological capacity. Equation 6 reflects the chem-

ical nature of the silica–water interface and its charging

process; however, the BS model has some limitations: (i)

unsuitable for extremely acidic solutions since the pro-

tonation of doubly coordinated groups are not taken into

account; (ii) unsuitable for high-salt-concentration solu-

tions since only the surface and salt–ion interaction is not

considered.

For the flat surfaces of a nanochannel, the surface charge

density can be approximated using the Grahame equation,

especially for the monovalent electrolyte solution (Bald-

essari 2008, Baldessari and Santiago 2009):

rðfÞ ¼ 2ere0kTj
e

sinh
ef

2kT

� �
; ð7Þ

where j-1 is the Debye screening length given by j ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2z2e2nb=ere0kT

p
: Solving Eqs. 6 and 7 yields the elec-

trostatic boundary conditions at the wall surfaces of

channels when there is no double layer interaction. Such a

chemical equilibrium boundary condition has been

employed in the previous studies (Huang and Yang 2007;

van der Heyden et al. 2005). Figure 1 shows the zeta

potential on an isolated flat silica surfaces contacting with

the NaCl solution. The solid line are predicted by the BS

model, and the circles are the experimental data from

Gaudin and Fuerstenau (1955). The BS model predictions

Fig. 1 Zeta potential versus bulk concentration for isolated flat silica

surfaces. The cycles are from the experimental data from Gaudin and

Fuerstenau (1955). The parameters using in the Basic Stern model are

C = 8 nm-2, C = 2.9 F/m2, and pK = 7.5 (Behrens and Grier 2001).

The other parameters are T = 298 K and pH = 6.5 (Gaudin and

Fuerstenau 1955)
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agree with the experimental data in the dilute solutions

(nb B 10-3 M).

2.3 Bulk concentration enrichment

When the EDL interaction occurs in nanofluidic channels, a

traditional ‘‘bulk’’ ionic concentration does not even exist.

The local electroneutrality may be never obtained at the

middle of channel for these cases. People have found

the counter-ion enrichment when the EDL overlap occurs in

the nanochannels (Cheng and Guo 2007, Pu et al. 2004;

Wang et al. 2007a, b, c). A few methods have been proposed

to determine the effective bulk ionic concentration in

nanochannels (Huang and Yang 2007, Qiao and Aluru

2004). A reasonable determination for the effective bulk

ionic concentration with double layer interactions in nano-

channels requires (1) to reflect the dominating ions effects

on transport and (2) to transform to the traditional bulk

concentration automatically when the double layer inter-

action vanishes. On the basis of these requirements, we

present a new enrichment coefficient, a, to calculate the

effective bulk ionic concentration in this work, which is

defined as

a ¼ nþ;m
�

n1; ð8Þ

where n?,m represents the counter-ion concentration at the

middle of the channel. Thus, the effective bulk ionic

concentration (nb) is equal to n?,m in value, and calculated

by

nb ¼ an1: ð9Þ

The combination of Eq. 1 and Eqs. 6–9 leads to a full

description of the electrochemical boundary conditions in

silica nanochannels. The solution process is as follows: (i)

calculate the initial boundaries (f0 and r0) using Eqs. 6 and

7 through iterations by assuming nb = n?; (ii) solve the

Poisson–Boltzmann equation, Eq. 1, using the initial

boundary condition (f0 or r0) to obtain the counter-ion

concentration at the middle of the channel n?,m, and

therefore the effective bulk concentration nb; (iii) substitute

nb into Eqs. 6 and 7 and solve for the final boundary

conditions (f and r) through another iteration process.

Through such a process, the double layer interaction will

influence the local ionic concentration and therefore affects

the surface charge conditions.

2.4 Electroviscous effect

When the flow is driven by a pressure gradient, a streaming

potential is established because of the ion transport. The

streaming electric field is always opposite to the flow

direction, and hence the net flow in the channel is dimin-

ished. This phenomenon is commonly referred as the

electroviscous effect since the liquid appears to be of

higher viscosity near the surfaces (Huang and Yang 2007;

Li 2004; Wang et al. 2006). In this work, the streaming

electric field strength is calculated by a simplified model

(Li 2004)

Estr ¼ �
R h

0
qeudA

Ack0 þ Psks

; ð10Þ

where k0 is the electrical conductivity of the fluid, ks is the

specific surface conductivity, Ac is the effective area of the

channel’s cross section for the bulk conduction current, and

Ps the wetting parameter of the channel (Li 2001; Ren et al.

2001). For Ac, we use a piecewise function to determine its

value (Ren et al. 2001; Schoch and Renaud 2005),

Ac ¼
w2

j; for 1
j� h

2

wh; for 1
j [ h

2

�
; ð10aÞ

where w is the channel width and h the channel height. For

Ps, we use

Ps ¼ 2ðwþ hÞ: ð10bÞ

Although the fluid electrical conductivity (k0) depends

on the electrolyte concentration and the surface charge

density (Schoch and Renaud 2005; Stein et al. 2004) and

the surface conductivity (ks) may vary with the channel

size (Ren et al. 2001) and the ionic transport properties

in the Stern layer (Lyklema 2001), we use constant k0 and

ks for simplification in this work at: k0 = 1.42 9

10-3 X-1 m-1 and ks = 1.64 9 10-9 X-1 (Li and Kwok

2004; Wang et al. 2006).

2.5 Energy conversion efficiency calculations

In order to calculate the energy conversion efficiency of a

nanofluidic device, three important transport properties

have to be determined. For the pressure driven flow, the

streaming conductance is defined as the streaming current

per unit applied pressure (van der Heyden et al. 2005)

cstr � Istr=Dp ¼
1

Dp

Z
qeudA; ð11Þ

where Istr denotes the streaming current and A the cross-

section area. The hydrodynamic conductance is defined as

the volume flow rate per unit applied pressure

ch � QV=Dp ¼
1

Dp

Z
udA; ð12Þ

where QV is the volume flow rate. The electroviscous effect

will dent the streaming conductance and the hydrodynamic

conductance more or less.

For the electroosmotic flow, the channel electrokinetic

conductance is defined as the current per unit applied

electrical potential difference (Stein et al. 2004)
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ce � I=DV ¼
1

DV

X
i

zie

Z
JidA

 !
; ð13Þ

where the subscript i denotes the ith ion species, and J the

ionic flux determined by the Nernst–Planck equation

(Levich 1962; Lichtner 1995)

Ji ¼ �
eziDi

kT
nirwþ niu; ð14Þ

where z is the valence and D the diffusivity of the ion.

Another parameter, the ion mobility (lm) is often used to

calculate the ionic current, defined as lm,i = eziDi/kT

(Levine et al. 1975; Stein et al. 2004). The diffusivity and

mobility of ion may vary with the ionic concentration. In

this study, we assume constant ion properties since it is

found that the mobility variance is within 0.3% when the

ionic concentration is 10-6 to 1 M for the KCl solution.

Therefore, the efficiency, defined as the electrical power

consumed by the load divided by the input mechanical

pumping power, has a maximum value

gmax ¼
b

bþ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� b
p

þ 1� b
� �; ð15Þ

where b is the ‘‘figure of merit’’ (Morrison and Osterle

1965; Xuan and Li 2006), characterizing the coupling

between electrical and fluid transport, given by

b � c2
str
�
chce

: ð16Þ

3 Results and discussion

After the electrochemical boundary conditions are calcu-

lated, the governing equations (1–4) are solved numerically

by a lattice Poisson–Boltzmann framework (Wang et al.

2006; Wang and Chen 2007; Wang and Kang 2009) in a

2D straight nanochannel. The lattice Poisson–Boltzmann

method can be regarded as a highly efficient solver for the

strongly nonlinear equations governing the multiphysical

electrokinetic transport (Wang et al. 2006). Different from

the conventional computational methods for differential

equations, the lattice evolution method employs the mes-

oscopic equations (for example, the Boltzmann equation)

to determine macroscopic transport dynamics, and solves

the governing equations by tracking the distribution func-

tions of particle packets on lattices (Chen and Doolen

1998). The lattice Poisson–Boltzmann framework includes

an electric potential evolution method on discrete lattices

to solve the nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann equation and a

density evolution method on the same set of discrete lat-

tices to solve the Navier–Stokes equations (Wang et al.

2006, 2007a, b, c). This numerical framework has been

validated with analytical solutions and experimental data

for micro- and nanoscale electrokinetic flows (Wang et al.

2006, 2007a, b, c; Wang and Chen 2007). In this study, we

consider the flow of a KCl solution in a 2D silica nano-

fluidic channel. We use a 200 9 200 lattice system for

most cases and refine the lattices when necessary to ensure

that the lattice size is smaller than one-third of the Debye

length (j-1) for acceptable numerical accuracy. When the

Debye length is smaller than 3% the channel width, it

satisfies the ‘‘thin layer’’ hypothesis and the electrokinetic

transport is simply calculated based on the Helmholtz–

Smoluchowski model (Schoch et al. 2008). The other

simulation parameters, if not specified otherwise, are q =

999.9 kg/m3, ere0 = 6.95 9 10-10 C2/J m, l = 0.889 mPa s,

T = 293 K, DKþ = 1.96 9 10-9 m2/s and DCl� = 2.03 9

10-9 m2/s (Daiguji et al. 2004a, b; Wang and Chen 2007;

Wang and Kang 2009).

3.1 Validation

In order to verify the present numerical framework, we first

calculate the streaming conductance for KCl solution flows

in a silica nanofluidic channel at h = 140 nm, and compare

the predictions with other models (constant f and r) and

the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 2. The measured

streaming conductance is for a three-dimensional rectan-

gular channel with a high aspect ratio at about 360 (van der

Heyden et al. 2005). It is expected that at such a high

aspect ratio, the edge effect is negligible and the 2D sim-

ulations can make a good estimation for the 3D
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KCl concentration (M)
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Present model
Constant ζ= -100 mV

Constant σ= -8 mC/m2

Experimental data

Fig. 2 Streaming conductance as a function of KCl concentration

(n?) for a 140 nm high channel. The present simulation is compared

with the constant zeta potential, constant charge density, and the

experimental data from van der Heyden et al. (2005). The channel is

50 lm wide and 4.5 mm long (van der Heyden et al. 2005). The

chemical equilibrium parameters are C = 8 nm-2, pK = 7.9 and

C = 2.9 F/m2 from the reference Behrens and Grier (2001). The other

parameters are T = 293 K and pH = 8
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experiments. We use f = -100 mV for the constant zeta

potential model and r = -8 mC/m2 for the constant charge

density model. The electroviscous effect has been consid-

ered in all the simulations. The predicted streaming con-

ductance for a constant surface charge density (r) deviates

from the experimental data even at low ionic concentrations

because of the electroviscous effect. The modeling results

using the present framework agree much better than other

models with the experimental data in the entire concentra-

tion range. The streaming conductance keeps nearly con-

stant at low salt concentrations, reaches the maximum at

some moderate concentration, and decreases sharply at high

ionic concentrations. It is noted that in Fig. 2 the present

model still overrates the streaming conductance a little bit

for low salt concentrations (\10-4 M) even though they are

within the error bars. As mentioned earlier, the predictions

ignored the edge effects in the third dimension. When the

concentration is extremely low so that the Debye length is

comparable to the channel width, the edge effects may be

not negligible any more, which will weaken the streaming

conductance. Another important reason is that when the salt

concentration is lower than 10-4 M, it is virtually hard to

control pH due to the dissolved atmospheric CO2 (Persat

et al. 2009). The pH of the solution will actually reduce

from 8. The pH value effects on the transport properties of

nanochannels will be discussed in the later part of this

article.

3.2 Ionic concentration effects

The ionic concentration effect on the streaming conduc-

tance has been illustrated in Fig. 2. The streaming con-

ductance is insensitive to the ionic concentration when the

double layer interaction occurs, but will decrease sharply

with the increasing salt concentration at high concentration

region (n?[ 10-3 M). Only the present model agrees with

the experimental data for the entire concentration range.

Figure 3 shows the ionic concentration effects on the

electrical conductance, the hydrodynamic conductance,

and therefore the energy conversion efficiency as well.

Similar as the streaming conductance, both the electrical

conductance and the hydrodynamic conductance are also

insensitive to the ionic concentration at the low concen-

tration range when the effective bulk salt concentration is

enriched by the double layer interaction. Differently, both

of them increase with the concentration at high ionic

concentrations. As a result, the energy conversion effi-

ciency decreases monotonically with the ionic concentra-

tion for a 140 nm high nanochannel at pH = 8, slowly at

the low concentration region (10-6 to 10-4 M), sharply at

the moderate concentration region (10-4–10-2 M), and

gently at the high concentration region ([10-2 M). The

results indicate that a lower ionic concentration will lead to

a higher energy conversion efficiency. However, as men-

tioned in Sect. 3.1, there are two effects, which are not

involved in the modeling, to weaken the energy conversion
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Fig. 3 Ionic concentration (n?) effects on a electric conductance,

b hydrodynamic conductance, and c energy conversion efficiency.

The parameters are same as those in Fig. 2
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at very low ionic concentrations. Therefore, in real sys-

tems, there may still be an optimal ionic concentration to

maximum the energy conversion efficiency.

The modeling results based on a constant f and a con-

stant r are also compared in Fig. 3a–c. The constant r
assumption (r = -8 mC/m2) leads to a very close pre-

diction for the electrical conductance; however, this model

overrates the hydrodynamic conductance at the high con-

centration range and underrates it very much at the low

concentration rate. The constant f assumption underrates

the electrical conductance when the double layers interact,

but overrates the hydrodynamic conductance at the same

concentration range. Both the constant f and r models

predict a maximum energy conversion efficiency, respec-

tively, at a moderate ionic concentration (around 10-4 M

for this case), and the constant f model underrates the

efficiency significantly at very low ionic concentrations.

3.3 Channel height effect

For a given electrolyte solution and working conditions,

how to design and optimize the nanofluidic devices is a

very important issue. The channel height plays the key role

to the energy conversion. Several researchers have studied

the effects from the channel wall separation to the energy

conversion efficiency using either the constant f (Davidson

and Xuan 2008a, b; Morrison and Osterle 1965; Yang et al.

2003) or the constant r model (Chein et al. 2009; Danilov

and Notten 2008; van der Heyden et al. 2006). Figure 4

shows the channel height effect on the energy conversion

efficiency for n? = 10-4 M using the present model,

compared with the other models. Each model predicts an

optimal channel height to obtain the highest efficiency,

which means either a too large or too narrow channel

would lead to a terrible decrease of the efficiency. How-

ever, the constant f and r models overate this optimal

channel height by nearly one order of magnitude. For

n? = 10-4 M, a channel height at around 10 nm leads to a

highest energy conversion efficiency at about 4%.

3.4 pH value effect

As mentioned earlier, the constant r or f model is hardly

able to involve the effects from the environments. Here, we

investigate the pH and temperature effects on the energy

conversion efficiency using our modified chemical equi-

librium model. Figure 5 shows the streaming conductance

and the energy conversion efficiency as a function of the

pH value of KCl solution. Both the streaming conductance

and the energy conversion efficiency decrease with the

decreasing pH value, which proves that (1) the predictions

will agree better with the experimental data in Fig. 2 at low

ionic concentrations if the pH decrease caused by the dis-

solved CO2 is considered; (2) the energy conversion effi-

ciency in Fig. 3c will drop, as a result, at some low ionic

concentration, and there is an optimal ionic concentration

for the highest efficiency when the other parameters are

given. When the solution is acid, the efficiency is almost

linearly proportional to the pH value. It is very interesting

to find that the efficiency does not increase with the pH

value monotonically. There is an optimal pH value for the

maximum energy conversion efficiency. For a KCl con-

centration at n? = 10-4 M and a channel height at

h = 10 nm, the optimal pH value is around 8.

3.5 Temperature effects

The environmental temperature effects on the zeta potential

on silica surfaces and the energy conversion efficiency of

nanochannels are shown in Fig. 6. The parameters of the

chemical equilibrium model are the same as those in Fig. 2.

We use constant properties of fluid and ions in this model-

ing. The results indicate that both the zeta potential and the

energy conversion efficiency are in a linear relationship with

the environmental temperature. The efficiency increases

over 28% when the temperature varies from 273 to 333 K.

Since most of the transport properties increase, but the

viscosity of aqueous solution decreases, with the tempera-

ture, the efficiency may be more enhanced if the variable

properties of fluid and ions are used in this calculation.

4 Conclusions

A theoretical and numerical framework has been built up

for modeling the multiphysiochemical transport in silica

nanochannels. The surface charge boundary conditions are
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Fig. 4 Channel height effect on the energy conversion efficiency for

n? = 10-4 M. The other parameters are same as those in Fig. 2
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calculated through the chemical equilibrium of dissociation

of silanol groups, which vary with the local solid and liquid

properties. The effective local bulk ionic concentration is

determined by considering the EDL interactions. The

electrochemomechanical energy conversion efficiency has

been therefore investigated using the validated framework.

The results show that the energy conversion efficiency

decreases monotonically with the ionic concentration for a

140 nm high nanochannel at pH = 8, slowly at the low

concentration region (10-6 to 10-4 M), sharply at the

moderate concentration region (10-4 to 10-2 M), and

gently at the high concentration region ([10-2 M). For a

given ionic concentration, there is an optimal channel

height to obtain the highest efficiency. The constant f and r
models overate this optimal channel height by nearly one

order of magnitude. For n? = 10-4 M, a channel height at

around 10 nm leads to a highest energy conversion effi-

ciency at about 4%. The efficiency does not increase with

the pH value monotonically. There is an optimal pH value

for the maximum efficiency when other the conditions are

given. For a KCl concentration at n? = 10-4 M and a

channel height at h = 10 nm, the optimal pH value is

around 8. The energy conversion efficiency increases with

the environmental temperature almost linearly for a
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Fig. 5 pH value effect on the streaming conductance and the energy conversion efficiency for n? = 10-4 M and h = 10 nm. The other
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constant viscosity. The present results may help to guide

the design and optimization of the nanofluidic devices.
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